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Arm’s Length Pricing – Taxsutra TP Summit 2016
A Summit to discuss a range of contemporary TP disputes affecting businesses that keeps tax 
directors awake at night. To bring a diverse perspective for discussion, Taxsutra presents an 
exclusive Transfer Pricing Summit.  

This unique event shall bring together Policy-makers, senior Revenue officials, Industry 
representatives and top tax experts and counsels from across India together to discuss 
emerging Transfer Pricing trends and share their experiences & insights.
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Why attend the Taxsutra ALP Summit?

ALP SUMMIT 2016 – THE AGENDA
Transfer Pricing (TP) is one of the most hotly debated topics in 
the Asia-Pacific region & particularly in India. Since majority of 
the international trade is still carried out within multinational 
enterprises, transfer prices for intra-group transactions remains 
a key focus of the Revenue authorities especially in developing 
countries. While OECD, in its BEPS project has reaffirmed that 
arm’s length principle will continue to guide TP, though there is 
also a contrarian view on the use of formulary apportionment. 
OECD has also made changes to its commentary for closer 
alignment of value creation (substance) & TP.

Specifically, in the Indian context, issues around intangibles, 
location-savings, benchmarking funding transaction and entity-characterization still occupy center-stage in evolution of 
TP law.  Recent announcements such as use of range and multiple-year data are expected to reduce the litigation but  they 
have their own share of dispute-areas. TP dispute resolution has been on top of Govt. priority list on taxation front and 
that has been reflected in the successful negotiation of dozens of APAs & MAPs.

SUMMIT STRUCTURE
The Summit shall be structured with panel discussions to enlighten and engage the delegates in intense deliberations on 
some of the below mentioned topics. It will ensure an all-round coverage with speakers from industry, tax consultants & 
IRS. The time available for each panel shall be between 60-75 minutes. Taxsutra will work closely with the sponsor firms 
on finalizing the panelists as also the panel discussion pointers.

TECHNICAL SESSIONS

1. Getting ready for post-BEPS world in India 

This panel will discuss the continued impact of BEPS on TP risk management and policy implementation strategies 
for MNEs. The panelists will also deliberate on the overall impact of BEPS project on the international tax and 
transfer pricing juris-prudence.  

2. BEPS - Country by Country reporting & global transparency initiatives

This panel will analyse the key features of CBCR framework relevant for Indian companies, approach on use of 
information obtained through CBCR by the Revenue in tax assessments & the impact of CBCR information on 
past & future litigation.   

3. TP Litigation: Key Trends – Revenue and Taxpayer perspective 

The panel will focus on vexed issues in TP litigation across key industries, latest trends in TP assessments & DRP 
hearings as also touch upon the safe harbour guidelines and recent experiences from use of the newly introduced 
range concept and multiple year data. 

4. TP Disputes Resolution – MAP & Advance Pricing Agreements (APA) Strategies 

The resounding success of India’s APA program & the signing of 180+ MAPs involving Rs. 5,000cr stake, is 
testimony to the importance placed by the CBDT on alternate dispute resolution mechanisms. With Bilateral APAs 
about to take off & many more MAPs in the offing, this panel will brainstorm on the right strategy for the taxpayer 
to navigate India’s TP landscape.      
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5. Management Cross-charges - Current Issues and Future Outlook

Management cross charge is one of the most vexed litigated issues before the Tribunals.  
Taxpayers have been focusing on robust documentation for justifying the arm’s length 
nature of management service payments. This session will examine the current issues 
relating to management cross charge and possible approaches to deal with the same 
in 2016. 

6. Intangibles (including marketing intangibles), Hard-to-value Intangibles & 
Location Savings – Way Forward in 2016 

2015 was the year of marketing intangibles with Indian Courts delivering multiple 
judgments on this controversy and the issue is now right before Supreme Court. 
That means it is critical for businesses to plan their litigation strategy as well as TP 
benchmarking. Location savings and issues relating to other intangibles creation and 
remuneration thereon are also emerging areas of disputes. This panel shall discuss 
issues relating to intangibles & location savings. The panel will also dissect OECD’s 
approach on hard to value intangibles valuation and its India impact.

7. PE Profit Attribution - Judicial Updates, 
Practical Issues 

Determination of PE has been one of the signature 
TP issues across the globe. This issue assumes even 
more significance with BEPS Action Plans seeking 
to expand the scope of PE in the source country. 
While there is a lot of debate and decisions on 
PE threshold, limited guidance is available on PE 
profit attribution – which essentially deals with 
FAR analysis of PE’s functions and ALP thereon. 
The panelists will share their experiences on PE 
attribution in India and from other countries and 
risks / open issues to be considered by taxpayers 
in inbound and outbound PE situations.

Dr. Daniel N. Erasmus 
(US Tax Court Practitioner/
International Tax Attorney)

Sanjay Tolia 
(PwC)

Maulik Doshi 
(SKP)

Mukesh Butani 
(BMR Legal)

Bela Sheth-Mao 
(Shell India)

Rohan Phatarphekar 
(KPMG in India)

Vishweshwar Mudigonda 
(Deloitte Haskins & Sells LLP)

Akhilesh Ranjan  
(Chief Commissioner of Income Tax)

Kamlesh Varshney 
(APA Commissioner, India)

Chang Lee 
(Head - TP, Asia-Pac, Nomura)

KEY-NOTE ADDRESS

Mr. Robert Stack, Deputy Assistant Secretary (International Tax Affairs) in Obama Administration, 
has kindly consented to deliver the Key-Note talk at Taxsutra’s ALP Summit 2016. As the 
spokesperson on tax matters for the biggest economy on earth, Mr. Stack’s views on the tax & 
Transfer Pricing landscape, especially in the BEPS context, would provide important takeaways for 
CFOs & Corporate Tax Heads.

SUMMIT SPEAKERS
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Moments at the Taxsutra Conclave 2015

2 action-packed days at the Conclave on contemporary 
trends in the fields of International tax policy, Transfer 
Pricing and GST. Corporate boardrooms spend more time 
on reducing tax risks and corporate tax directors search 
for the often elusive but the right solutions. The Conclave 
enlightened and engaged the delegates in intense 
deliberations on some of these topics.

Delegate Registration 
CFOs & Tax Head of Corporates can send their request for 
complimentary delegate passes to events@taxsutra.com, 
from their official e-mail address with the following details: 
Name, Company name, designation and mobile number. 
You shall receive a confirmation e-mail from Taxsutra team 
at the earliest.

Advisors, Counsels, Consultants, Other Executives and all 
those in Private Practice can also attend. Early bird rates 
available – please get in touch with our Events team at: 

events@taxsutra.com or 

call Mr. Asif Sayed @ 91-9930033446

SUMMIT VENUE
The Ball Room at the brand new Taj Santacruz shall serve a fitting venue for the first ALP Summit. 

SUMMIT TIMING
8.00 am to 6.30 pm
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